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Here’s one way Parts Warehouse  
CAN HELP KEEP PATIENTS SAFE.

• Limited retraction for better cross  
 contamination protection 

• 10-32 ports 

• Quick and easy replacement for  
 existing water valve

• Includes free retraction tester

Limited Retraction 
Water Valve

Contact us for as many FREE test kits  
as you would like. Show your doctors how 
you continue to watch out for them…  
on all levels.          

V-1805-LR  
Limited retraction coolant  
water valve. $40.00 retail

The world is quickly changing  around us due to 
COVID-19. To continue to support you in your efforts to keep 
your clients safe, Parts Warehouse is working hard to provide 
the products and supplies you need.

In the early 1990’s the ADA developed a guideline covering 
how far a water valve should safely retract. Many valves, like 
the Clippard WDV-2 will retract well over a foot. A problem 
occurs when the Foot Control is released with the HP in the 
patient’s mouth; the water valve can retract saliva back through 
the handpiece and into the tubing. Only to be injected along 
with it’s burden of virus and bacteria into the next patient’s oral 
cavity – even though the HP has been sterilized and replaced.

Parts Warehouse factory sets our V-1805-LR “Low Retraction” 
WDV-2 to retract less than an inch, greatly reducing the  
possibility of drawing fluids through the handpiece and into the 
tubing. This decreases the chance for cross contamination. It 
also remains drip-free, unlike drippy non-retracting valves, and 
has the same great Clippard reliability you have come to enjoy.

To help your clients visualize if they have a problem, 
we’ve developed a handy retraction tester that is small, 
easy to use, provides a graphic result of your clients  
retraction status in seconds, and is FREE to you!

Here is your chance to discuss a greater level of safety with  
your clients, and to drop by their office before they re-open  
to test their units and potentially replace their valves. With the 
amount of time units have been idle, existing valves likely need 
to be replaced anyway. What an opportunity for you to make 
sure everything is ready to go, and to give your Doctors the 
tools they need to protect their clients!


